
DAILY INTENTIONS

TODAY’S MESSAGE TO MYSELF Top 3 priorities I am working on:

Chores I need to get done:
What are the 3 things I am most grateful for today?

What is a character trait that I most want to exemplify today?

Who is the one person who most needs me today and why? 

What is the biggest challenge I am facing today?

How would my best self approach this challenge?

My mantra for today:

Life is all about stepping out of your comfort zone.  
How am I going to do this today?

What is one small act of kindness that can 
make a difference to someone today?

How am I going to get my move on (exercise) today?

If I were a high-performance coach, what would 
an amazingly successful day look like?
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A moment today that made me very happy:

Someone I really connected well today with and why:

Progress towards a goal that I am most proud of:

What could I have done today to make it a little better?

What did I learn about myself today?

What habit could I establish to make the 
biggest difference in my life?

If I were being critical of myself, would  
I say today was a win/push/loss and why?

5 actions that are going to move me
towards my long / short-term goals:

EVENING REFLECTION

TODAY’S SCORECARD
(Rate on a scale of 1-10)
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COURAGE
I shared myself + didn’t shy 

away from any challenge.

PHYSICAL ACTIVITY
I got moving + made 

progress towards a goal.

PRODUCTIVITY / FOCUS
I worked on   

what mattered.

SPIRITUALLY
I felt connected to a 

deeper meaning.

CLARITY
I knew my  
why today.

ENERGY
I managed my mental + 

physical energy well.
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